Introduction Music:

Poem
This poem is dedicated to Queen Tiye and the beautiful Black Women:
Beauty as rain how you flow so carelessly, unknowing how you saved me.
Like that liquid that flows to nourish our souls that time unveils for you to see.
Yet a distant memory. I still feel it inside of me. It nourished a man to be.
I still feel it inside of me. Women you are the breath...AHYAH I feel you
when I BREATH...AHYAH I see you when I see...AHYAH women how you rescue me.
This is dedicated to Queen Tiye and the beautiful Black Women
Intro:
Welcome to Signs and Wonders the broadcast that came right on Time. I am your host
Dawid Yacob Maccabeus I am coming to you live from Sweden today’s date is March
30th 2013.
Today’s broadcast is called The Swedish Prison. This was going to be a HWUNET
News report, but as I was researching the information I realized that I could not do this
information justice in under 30 minutes. So I decided to make this into a broadcast. I ask
if you can record this broadcast do so. This is going to be one of the most important
broadcast I will do. Before I begin I am going to read to you a quote from the 1611
script the 1611 King James Bible.
Revelations: “ How much she hath glorified herself, and lived deliciously, so
much torment and sorrow give her: for she saith in her heart, I sit a queen, and
am no widow, and shall see no sorrow. Therefore shall her plagues come in one
day, death, and mourning, and famine; and she shall be utterly burned with fire:
for strong is AHYAH who judgeth her. And the kings of the earth, who have
committed fornication and lived deliciously with her, shall bewail her, and lament
for her, when they shall see the smoke of her burning, Standing afar off for the
fear of her torment, saying, Alas, alas, that great city Babylon, that mighty city!
for in one hour is thy judgment come.”

1611 script the 1611 King James Bible; Revelations 18

Pray:

All praise AHYAH, AHAYH I thank you for this message today I thank you for this
Revelation. Because as the meaning of revelations is the unvieling, disclosing of
truth and knowledge through your seed, I ask that you help me communicate your
message to your children. All Praise AHYAH! I ask that you Open the hearts, Open
the minds, Calm the Spirit and give us your knowledge All Praise AHYAH.
Help us destroy this system of Babylon and uproot the Queen. I ask that you give
this message to those that want to hear it. I ask that you bind and bond the demonic
pathetic spirits that wish to delay or hinder this message. I thank you my Father,
my Mother, my Brother, my Sister and my Friend for guiding me and keeping my
heart humble and showing me THAT YOU ARE REAL!
Thank you for our past messengers, our ancestors Tuya,Tiye,Ahknaten and Ayi I
ask that you open the eyes of you children for them to see. Thank you for our past
messengers, our ancestors YAHUSHUAH, Muhammad, ALI, Fatimah, Hussyn and
Husan I ask that you open the eyes of your children to see. Thank you AHYAH for
showing me the Truth. I ask that you be with me today and guide me so I can speak
to you children as we honor our Ancestors so our days can be long on your
beautiful Earth. All Praise AHYAH, All Praise AHYAH, All Praise AHYAH.

10 Minutes into Broadcast: Problem
Many of you know that I live in Sweden and as an immigrant in Sweden my world view is
different from the average citizen of Sweden. As an African American immigrant in Sweden
my world view is different from the none African American immigrant in Sweden. It is also
very different from those that come from countries like Libya, Congo, Nigeria, Irag, Iran,
Syria, Serbia or Bosnia just to name a few. Let me explain.

When I came to Sweden my opinion of the country was changed after years of
observation. I started to feel first hand the under the radar racism that exist in one of the
most tolerant countries within the European Union. Although My story is different from
the other immigrants that come to Sweden. I am treated the same. I came to this country
by choice. I have lived here for almost 10 years now so I am able to report a proper
assessment about the treatment of immigrants in this country.
Let me be clear I love the Swedish people, they are extremely friendly, open, none
racist, kind heart-ed, giving and very tolerant. I am proud to live in this great country
and I want to keep this country great this is why I am doing this report. My issue is not
with Sweden or the beautiful citizens that have accepted many of us, but with those that
try to blur the lines of truth.
Sweden accepts many immigrants from areas that have been destroyed and destabilized

by NATO lead wars. The accept many African's that migrate to Sweden due to
oppression, suppression, resource theft, genocide, war and poverty. Most Swede mistake
me for African because African Americans in Sweden are rare. However there are many
African Americans in Sweden, because in the 1960's and 1970s Sweden was a safe
haven for those of us that escaped that trap of the Vietnam war. She also stood behind
many of us in the Black Power Movement and still supports our efforts.
However the recent flow of African, Arab, Eastern European, Asian and American
immigrants are destroying the system of Sweden and causing high unemployment and
breeding a new type of Swed. Many of the 2nd generation immigrants are becoming 2nd
class citizens, and many none immigrant citizens are turning to Nationalist Right Wing
parties. The immigrants are resentful because they have no employment, and the
Nationalist are resentful because they are losing their country. So when the two collide
they breed racism and hatred.
I live in a area of Sweden called Rosengoåd, where the unemployment rate is near 70%
where many of the immigrant take whatever jobs they can. Where the average
occupation is dishwashers, paperboys, advert mail carriers and if you can not get work
welfare recipient. It is also a place for highly educated forever students, who have been
searching for a permitted job for almost 10 years. Many immigrants even second
generation chase jobs as if they are carrots on a stick... Because getting a well paid job
means better housing and a better standard of living.
However the carrot on the stick is never eaten by the majority of the immigrants. Most
of them live in low-income areas where rents are low, security is high, theft is higher and
where drugs are sold. Security guards and police officers roam the streets, police cars
patrol the hoods and roach exterminators lay roach motels in infested apartments. As an
African American Immigrant I can see the parallels between the poor blacks in the
United States and the immigrant population in the city of Malmo.
In addition, like I stated earlier I see thing different being an African American
Immigrant. Compared to the projects where I grew up as a child the Rosengård projects
are paradise. However, because I grew up in the projects I can see what Rosengård will
become. And this is no accident. And this is why I call this Broadcast The Swedish
Prison.

20 Minutes into Broadcast: Problem
Why do you call it a Swedish Prison?

When I was growing up a lived very poor. I would see pimps and prostitutes, drug deals,
people being shot and stabbed. We would form our little gangs and roam the streets
causing mischief and violence. Poverty has a certain smell to it. It has a certain energy
that is universal. The projects I grew up in got so bad that they had to demolish them
like many they are demolishing in areas like Chicago, New York City, Pennsylvania and
Detroit just to name a few. Likewise the crime that I grew-up with is nothing compared
to the crime that is there now. You all know the stories in many places you can not even
walk the streets. And like the Swedish Prison this is no accident. When we stated to
wake up in the united states and come together as a people way back from the time of
Marcus Garvey, Malcolm X, Martin Luther King and The Black Power Movement a
plan was laid to make sure we went back to sleep. That plan came in the form of the so
called War on Poverty introduced by United States President Lyndon B. Johnson on
January 8, 1964. This lead to agencies like the “United States Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD)” created in 1965. All of this stems from the New Deal
domestic agenda of Franklin D. Roosevelt called The Great Society.
Keep this in mind it is very important, because it was an agenda. The Great Society and
The War on Poverty allowed agencies to be created that destroyed our unity, self pride,
independence and caused racism, division and discrimination that last in the United
States until this day. They are called socialist programs. The same programs that are
being setup here in Sweden for the immigrants. Likewise it is destroying their self pride,
independence and causing racism, division and discrimination. In the United States the
Civil Rights Movement was used and manipulated to allow the very powerful elite class
to forever control the fate of every poor Black or Hispanic that dreamed of rising out of
poverty.
Here is a quote from "Great Society/War on Poverty" The Reader's Companion to
U.S. Women's History:

“Many observers point out that the War on Poverty's attention to
Black America created the grounds for the backlash that began in
the 1970s. The perception by the white middle class that it was
footing the bill for ever-increasing services to the poor led to
diminished support for welfare state programs, especially those
that targeted specific groups and neighborhoods. Many whites
viewed Great Society programs as supporting the economic and
social needs of low-income urban minorities; they lost sympathy,
especially as the economy declined during the 1970s”
So was this part of the plan to create backlash and drive a wedge between Americans?

For those of you that may not agree I ask you to do your research. Observe the fruits of
The Wars on Poverty, observe the racist that used these agencies to destroy the
communities of a once proud people and turn them into a haven of abortion clinics,
crack dealers, prostitutes and pimps, uneducated, Fatherless children, crackheads,
alcoholic, Aids victim and desperate people....I say this not as an observer, but as a
survivor, and if not for AHYAH I would have been aborted, or a crackhead, a pimp or a
prostitute or any one of thee above mentioned.
Therefore, I can see Rosengård from the perspective of one that slipped through the
cracks. I am one that escaped the elaborate trap that was laid for the Africa American in
the United States. I can see the same trap being laid for Rosengård. However I did not
call this the Rosengård prison, I call this the Swedish Prison. Why, because those that
created the Great Society and the War on Poverty in the United States have expanded
world wide. The Africans Americans in the United States are the testing ground for the
World and this Swedish Prison will be just one more part of the Prison Planet.

Play Audio – Smedly Butler

30 Minutes into Broadcast: Problem

Let me Explain:
First let me explain why I was inspired to do this broadcast and hopefully relay to you
the urgency in understanding this information and motivation to act on this information.
Last week I took a short walk around my neighborhood and I decided to walk in a
direction I normally don’t walk. Right away I felt something in my spirit. I observed
how the way the apartment project was planned. I saw how the bike storage units
reminded me of guard post and immediate a prison came to mind. I look to the right and
I saw a wired fence with a flexible steel gate that reached over 15 feet. Then in the
distance I observed another steel gate with barbwire on the top of it. I thought to my
self , why would you have this here. It annoyed me because I was not able to walk
through the apartment complex. It also bothered me because I though how would a small
child climb the gate to get his ball if he kicked it on the other side.
As I searched for away out I noticed the exit and this was quite disturbing as-well. The
exit had a steel gate that looked like the entrance to a prison. To the right of the gate I
notice a tall wooden fence with double barbwire on top I also noticed the small structure
that looked like a place to put a surveillance camera for the future. In Sweden
Surveillance cameras are not allowed, unless one goes through much red tape. So I
wondered if this was the plan. The front gate was Jared open by the residents, but did

have a lock. I thought this was silly because it defeats the purpose of the steel fences and
the barbwire. My curiosity stated to spark so I walked around the parameter of the
Apartment project and noticed all the places where a thief or criminals could get inside. I
determined that the gate was a waste of money and a false since of security, because if
this was to keep out thief’s they could just walk threw the side, the back or the front. I
also wondered why the other apartments in the area did not have the same security
detail. On my way home I now noticed the police station, but the absence of police cars.
I saw the huge security gate around the station and how it looked more like a CIA
command center then a neighborhood police station. High dark windows and posting of
no pictures allowed on the high steel also barbed wired security fence.
Then in my spirit I knew something was wrong. The next day I walked around to see if I
could notice anything else strange and I came across a construction site. The site had the
same-thing, but this was acceptable because it is a construction site. However one thing
stood out. I noticed a few vehicles from a company called Sodexo. I was wondering why
where they there around the barbwire, so I decided to research this company.
All I found was positive adds with happy smiling people. That talked about how Sodexo
was a harmless Hospitality company that provided services like food preparation,
facility management and childcare vouchers, and how Sodexo has contracts with the
United States military and works with schools within the United Kingdom. Sodexo even
has a company with Magic Johnson Enterprises called Sodexo Magic, and when you
watch the Sodexo promotion video it looks like an add for an Obama election campian.
So my radar went up and I decided to dig dipper. I found that Sodexo is a company like
Coka Cola, Bechtel, Nike, DynCorp, Lockheed Martin, haliburton or Monsanto just to
name a few. It is a globlist stock company owned by the elite and promotes slave labor
and operates as if it was above the law.
USA 2003: Sodexo was sued over E. coli outbreak:
CITY—The son of an elderly woman who died in an outbreak of E. coli last October is
suing the firm that manages food service for the retirement home where she lived,
saying the prepackaged spinach they served was “unfit for human consumption.
Germany 2012: Sodexo was blamed for posioning over 11,000 children.
Catering giant Sodexo is to compensate the victims of Germany’s biggest ever outbreak
of food poisoning. More than 11,000 school children were affected by diarrhoea and
vomiting after eating food containing a frozen strawberries. The company which has
blamed one of its subcontractors has issued an apology.
United Kingdom: 2013 Sodexo sold horse meat to School, Old-age homes, Prisons
and the UK Armed forces.

All of the frozen beef products produced by Sodexo and sold in the UK were withdrawn
on 22 February 2013 following the discovery of horse DNA. The company supplies
2,300 institutions, including schools, old-age people homes, prisons and branches of the
armed forces within the UK.
Here is a letter from Actor Danny Glover, Chair of the Board of Directors
of
TransAfrica Forum:
“TransAfrica Forum’s Sodexo report is the result of months of in-country
interviews with Sodexo workers, union leaders, environmental and
community activists. It tells the story of workers who are trapped in
poverty by a powerful global company—and then in these cases
harassed, threatened and fired when they speak up for their rights.
Workers in five countries told TransAfrica’s researchers chilling stories:
in one country of forced pregnancy tests, elsewhere spoke of food
poisoning due to being forced to eat rancid food, and in yet another
country workers talked about preventable injuries caused by inadequate
training and lack of proper protective gear.
Rightfully, many of the Sodexo workers refuse to be silenced. The
workers who spoke to us did so under what they believe was the threat
of dismissal. Sodexo workers in Colombia, the Dominican Republic,
France and the United States—and union leaders in the United Kingdom,
Turkey, Morocco and Peru—are standing up and demanding
Sodexo respect workers basic human rights and the right to earn a fair
wage for a day’s work. I have spent my life helping to give a voice to the
voiceless—in the United States, South Africa, Mexico and around the
world. I am proud to raise my voice for Sodexo workers everywhere who
are speaking out and organizing for a better life for themselves and their
co-workers. Over the next few months, we will follow up on the stories in
this report and expand our investigation into more countries. It is our
hope to shine a spotlight on the working and living conditions of Sodexo
workers around the world, and help those workers access their basic
rights to improve their lives and their communities.”

So as you can see Sodexo is a globalist campany that is above the law. But the question I
had was why are they in Rosengård. The answer came after discoverd another company
named Serco. Then everything became clear.
Here is an Audio file to explain what Serco is:

A case study in outsourcing community service delivery

by Christopher Stone
“Six years ago Serco was described as “probably the biggest company you’ve
never heard of” and this is still the case for many people. It’s a multinational
corporation that specializes in providing public services under government
contract. Serco operates and maintains a surprisingly large and diverse range of
services in both the UK and Australia, as well as in several other countries. Serco
manages a number of hospitals, prisons and detention centers.
Serco has come under particularly strong criticism in its management of prisons
and detention centers. In Australian immigration detention centers there have
been cases of children having their crayons banned, detainees referred to only by
ID number, and a suicide after a detainee was denied social contact and refused
permission to attend an important religious event. There has also been evidence
of security personnel with inadequate (or even no) qualifications, and a lack of
mental health training for staff associated high rates of detainee self-harm and
suicide attempts.
In the UK Serco run prisons have been found by a government inspection to have
a culture of “institutional meanness” which included converting two-prisoner cells
to hold three by putting a bed in the shared toilet. And Serco-run youth detention
centres have been found by the courts to have perpetrated a decade of unlawful
abuse. The worst case was that of a fourteen year old boy in a juvenile detention
centre, who hung himself after being unlawfully assaulted by Serco-trained
guards.”

Here we have another globlist stock company owned by the elite that runs prisons and
detention centers that operates as if it was above the law, but that's not all Sodexo and
Serco have teamed up in Australian. The company is called SSDS:
“And it Reads: Serco Sodexo Defence Services (SSDS) is Australia’s only specialist
service provider to the Australian Defence Force. Since 1993 we have supported
Defence throughout Australia, offering tailored, innovative on-site solutions, from
security to facilities maintenance, catering to clothing store management. We
combine a ‘big picture’ understanding of national needs, with an intimate
understanding of local conditions.

So Serco and Sedexo are two heads on one dragon. Both are above the law, both are
contractors of the Miltary. The Autralian Miltary, the United Kingdom Miltary and the
United States Miltary. They operate prisons and detention centers and both are violaters
of human rights, and to make matters worse one of them Sodexo is here in Rosengård, as
I am seeing Rosengård slowly being tranformed into a detention camp. Dose anyone
think I should be concerned?

Now I meantion all of this to bring to your attention what is happening all over the
planet. Weather the strange barbwire and the human rights violating globalist controlled
companies, and the suspecious secret police station are here to set up a police state is
true or not. We still have to be aware of what is happening. What is occuring all over this
world is real. The police state is already being setup in the United States, and it happend
after the September 11 2001.... proven rouge CIA created terroist group attack on the
World Trade Center. This event got the ball rolling for the gobalized police state that is
being setup right before our eyes, and the Swedish prion will be just one more mission
accomplished if we do not wake up and expose what is happpening.
Break AUDIO 50

Minutes into Broadcast: Problem

Now here is why I am doing this broadcast. If you recall I gave a message called the
Apocalypse 2012 - March 11th 2013 in January. I explained that the word apocalypse
means to unveil what has been hidden. Likewise revelation means to reveal what has
been concealed. Therefore the end-times is when all things that have been hidden from
man comes to light. This is what the candles represent light. Like I mentioned in the
Mark Of the Beast script all things go in cycles. The demonic energy the force that is
unseen will be seen. The book called the Dying God speaks about how in His Story gods
like Cronus, Zeus, Athena, Baal, Prometheus, Mithra, Thoth, Idris and Hermes for
example world die. They died because man would become knowledgeable of their
deception, because behind every idol is a lying demon. This happen when Plato came
out of the cave and saw the light of the sun. The shadows are nothing but the objects
blocking out the true knowledge which is what is real the rays of the Sun. The light. So
when man begins to wake-up to the truth the deceptions that god dies. In the Mark of the
Beast document that I have linked on HebrewsWakeUp.com I show that the have a
25920 year cycle that they follow, who are they? They are the elite class that worship the
god of the occult. This is the source of their power which is Time. Time represents their
god. They divide Time 25920 years into 12 sections, each section is 720 years.
Every 720 years they start to loss power, so they need to create a new god. They have no
more power, so they usurped the spirituality of the planet by suppressing those that have
the spirit of AHYAH. AHYAH is not a god. AHYAH is All the creator of all even the
creator of the gods. The people that AHYAH created represent him. He is like unto the
Sun but he is not the Sun, but if we need something to represent AHYAH it would be the
Sun. We can not make an image or an idol of AHYAH because he is the spirit that lives
inside all of those that know and believe. AHYAH is life all praise.

Yahweh, Jesus Christ and Allah are a creation of the religions system. This is how they

keep their power they hide behind Yahweh, Jesus Christ and Allah. Those that are hiding
are the most powerful on this planet. The Priest of the Catholic Church, The Rabbi that
worship Yahweh and the Imams that worship Allah. AHYAH dose not need to be
represented by a Priest, a Rabbi or an Imam. AHYAH live inside of you. You are the
house of AHYAH because he live within your spirit. The three major religions are
controlled by the powerful elite. The Rabbi control Judaism, they are of the line of the
Ashkenazim Jews. The Imam control Islam they where of the line of Abu Bakr the
Fatima Dynasty, but it was taken over in 1280 by the Ottoman Empire the Turks.
The Priest and the Popes control Christianity this was first taken over by Constantine in
324 AD at the council of Nicaea. This is the most powerful. The Pope are now
controlled by the Elite class that are destroying our planet. The Monarch the ones that
say they have the right to rule because they are chosen by god. The Popes of the Roman
Empire are the ones that chose them and they started with the Merovingian Dynasty.
They then gave power to the Carolingian Dynasty.
The Popes of the Holy Roman Empire since 481 AD have selected King and Queens to
rule our planet. From Clovis I to Chlodio which created the Merovingian Dynasty then
we have the Carolingian Dynasty of Pepin the short, then we have King Charlemagne
whom all of the Monarchies trace their linage to. Charlemagne is the foundation of the
British Empires Power the coronation of power was granted on December 25th 800 AD
by Pope Leo III and this is the Germanic line of the Elite.
The root of the branch are German and Anglo Saxons. The Holy Roman Empire through
through the Pope the father of the Catholic Church is the representative of their god on
earth. They chose the rulers of our earth. This bloodlines can be traced. You start with
Charlemagne then you jump to The House of Wettin, then you go to the House of
Hohenzollern, then you go to the House of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, then you go to
Queen Victory of the House of Tudor. Queen Victoria Married Prince Albert of the
House of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha which created the United Kingdoms of Great
Britian. Therefore Queen Elizabeth II represents all of the Monarchies on the Earth.
Mon means One and Archy means Ruler, so the Monarchy represents one power one
ruler. Therefore all of the Monarchies on the planet are now consolidated under the
British Empire which is the United Kingdom this FACT!

In addition the Holy Roman Empire is another part of this power. After 1806 under

Holy Roman Emperor Francis II of the House of Habsburg-Lorraine it was
consolidated into the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy
which is the House Of Habsburg is the money and the power behind the British
Empire. The money and the power behind the Holy Roman Empire was the House of
Medici which started the Banking system we see today. Let me repeat that...the Money
behind the Holy Roman Empire was the House Of Medici, and they created the first
Central Bank. They are the founding fathers of our present banking system.
The House of Medici became the House of Habsburg-Lorraine, the House of
Habsburg-Lorraine and the Germanic Austrian family known as the House of
Rothchilds are now one they control all of the money on our planet.
The Holy Roman Empire is represented by two head on one body. The spiritual head is
the Pope and the natural head, the carnal head is of the Merovingian / Carolingian
bloodline. The two head became one after Holy Roman Emperor Francis II of the House
of Habsburg-Lorraine decided to end it in 1806, but it did not end it Merged into one
power under the British Empire after world war 1 in 1917. Therefore because they still
control the Money and all of the Banks the are the real power behind the British Empire.
Therefore since the Catholic Church became the arm of House of Habsburg and the
House of Habsburg is the true power behind the British Empire we have to ask who is
really controlling our planet? Why because the Catholic Church came out of Christianity
and Christianity is represented by Jesus Christ. But there is a problem. The name Jesus
was created by Greeks. Jesus derives from the name Yahshua or Joshua, but the name
Joshua is suppose to be YAHUSHUAH, and YAHUSHUAH was not the man in 31 or 33
AD. YAHUSHUAH was of the seed of Yacob and he lived 191 years earlier in 160 BC.
This is why the House of Habsburg has so much power because you are giving all your
power to a false god, the god of fortune Tyche, Hermes, Money whom is represented by
the Catholic Church version of Jesus.
This is why I mention the dying god, because their deception is falling apart. Their god
is dying. This is why you are seeing the attacks on Christianity. They are destroying
what they created. However they created a Lie around TRUTH. That TRUTH is
AHYAH and the true Hebrews of history the ones that have the spirit of AHYAH the
messengers of his Word, and as the facade falls the foundation is revealed and this is the
Apocalypse. The Unveiling the uncovering.

As it Reads: “An apocalypse (Ancient Greek:'un-covering'), translated literally

from Greek, is a disclosure of knowledge, hidden from humanity in an era
dominated by falsehood and misconception, i.e., a lifting of the veil or revelation,
although this sense did not enter English until the 14th century. In religious
contexts it is usually a disclosure of something hidden. In the Revelation of John
(Greek Ἀποκάλυψις Ἰωάννου, Apocalypsis Ioannou), the last book of the New
Testament, the revelation which John receives is that of the ultimate victory of
good over evil and the end of the present age, and that is the primary meaning of
the term, one that dates to 1175. Today, it is commonly used in reference to any
prophetic revelation or so-called End Time scenario, or to the end of the world”

Break AUDIO 50

Minutes Left: Problem

Therefore since the Apocalpse exposes the ruling elite they will have to hide or they will
be destroyed. This is why I mentioned Count The Number Of The Beast earlier, because
the occult rule in cycles. The 25920 year cycle represents the amount of time that is
divided between the hidden demonic powers. 720 years is 1/3 of a 2160 year cycle and
2160 years is 1/12 of 25920 years. For example in the year 2001 if you count back 2160
year you will find YAHUSHUAH the teacher that was killed by Johnathan Maccabeus,
he came after Alcimus in 159 AD.
Now this is the most important part of this broadcast so please pay attention.
How do you know that the Jesus of 33AD is not the same as YAHUSHUAH of 160 BC?
Because Jesus of Nazareth is not Jesus the Nazirite. What do I mean?
Nazareth is a place a City and Nazarite is a type of person.
Here is the Etymology of the word Nazareth and it reads;
Nazareth is not mentioned in pre-Christian texts and appears in many different Greek
forms in the New Testament. There is no consensus regarding the origin of the name.
One conjecture holds that "Nazareth" is derived from one of the Hebrew words for
branch namely ne·ṣer, נ֫צר, and alludes to the prophetic, messianic words in Book of
Isaiah 11:1
Now keep in your mind that Nazareth is not speaking about a city but a Branch.

Now listen to Isaiah 11:1;

Isa 11:1 “ And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall
grow out of his roots: And the spirit of YAHUWAH shall rest upon him, the spirit of
wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and
of the fear of AHYAH;And shall make him of quick understanding in the fear of
AHYAH: and he shall not judge after the sight of his eyes, neither reprove after the
hearing of his ears: But with righteousness shall he judge the poor, and reprove with
equity for the meek of the earth: and he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth,
and with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked. ”
In this message the word Branch is Hebrews H5342 and it reads; nay'-tser. Now listen
very carefully (From H5342 comes from a deeper meaning found at H5341) and
it continues, in the sense of greenness as a striking color; a shoot; figuratively, a
descendant: - branch. So this word BRANCH means a decedent right?
Well let us read H5341 to find out H5341 pronounced natsar A primitive root; to guard,
in a good sense, hidden thing, keep (-er, -ing), preserve (-r), subtil, watcher.(man).
So this word Branch has two meaning, It is something that is preserved and guarded and
it also means that it is a descendent. Now guess who it is a decedent of?
Isaiah 11:1
“And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out
of his roots”
The Branch is a guarded decedent of Jesse right? Well who is Jesse?
This word Jesse is ” H3448 pronounced yishay yee-shah'ee, ee-shah'ee From the same
as H3426; extant; Jishai, David’s father: - Jesse.” Now if you stop there you will miss
the meaning because you have to go to the other Hebrew word that is meantioned in this
definition, which is H3426;
H3426 Pronounced yaysh; Perhaps from an unused root meaning to stand out, or exist;
entity; used adverbially or as a copula for the substantive verb (H1961);
This word substantive verb means;
a noun or pronoun used in place of a noun
of, relating to, containing, or being the essential element of a thing
So they are saying that this word Jesse is being used in the place of H1961
now before I read H1961 I want to explain what this word Stem means in the
Strong s Concordance.

Because in

Isaiah 11:1 “And there shall come forth a rod out of the

stem of Jesse,”
Stem H1503 pronounced geza‛ geh'-zah
From an unused root meaning to cut down (trees); the trunk or stump of a tree
(as felled or as planted): - stem, stock.
So this is saying out of the ROOT the TRUNK of Jesse a Branch shall grow.
So if Jesse is a substantive verb. Then who is this really speaking about? Well
let us read the Hebrew word that it is referencing.
H1961; and it reads;  היהAHYAH, A primitive root; to exist, that is, be or
become, come to pass NOW DID YOU HERE THAT? This is speaking about
AHYAH H1961.
Now in case you did not catch the word Jeses was substituted for the name of
the creator of us all AHYAH, whom is the Stem the Root......Now I want you to
meditate on that for a moment. Because this is deep.
Now what dose this mean? Well if we are told that Isaiyah 11:1 is speaking
about Jesse the father of David and this is speaking about the 33 AD Jesus
Christ, then we have been told a lie. Why because this is not speaking about
Jesse, but speaking about the creator of us all and of all things AHYAH(Breath)
So let us read it like it was supppose to be read;
Isaiah 11:1 ”And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of AHYAH and a
Branch shall grow out of his roots. Now what dose branch mean? It is

something that is preserved and guarded and a descendent of the
root. Now keep this in mind when I read to you the meaning of
Nazirite.
Judges 13: 7 Behold, thou shalt conceive, and bear a son; and no
drink no wine nor strong drink, neither eat any unclean thing: for the
child shall be a Nazarite to AHYAH from the womb to the day of his
death.
Hebrews H5139;
separate, that is, consecrated an unpruned vine (like an unshorn Nazirite). (The
translation, Nazarite, is by a false alliteration with Nazareth.), separate (-d), vine
undressed.
What this is saying is that the word Nararite sound like Nazarith but it is not the same.

Hebrews H5144;
A primitive root; to hold aloof, that is, abstain from impurity, specifically to set apart.
And in the Paleo Hebrew;
Countinue Hier Seed, Food, Cut, Nourish, First, Top, Beginning
Countinue Hier Seed this means that
the person that speaks from the spirit of AHYAH is of the Seed
the Heir of the Original people of AHYAH. Food, Cut, Nourish,
First that person that speaks from the spirit of AHYAH will be
protected, feed and nourished from the root he or she will be
cut from the branch mean a chip of the old block. First, Top,
Beginning he will be of the root, the first, from the top, of the
beginning. This is speaking about the original people that have
the breath of AHYAH that will spread his message.
Now lets put all of this together.

He will be a NAZARITE.
So you see Jesus of Nazareth is not Jesus the Nazirite. Because they made a error when
the translated the new testament. They where speaking about a city not a type of a
person. And that is a very damaging error. Because they confound the error by making
another error in Isaiah 11:1. Because in Isaiah 11:1 the message they used to
edify Jesus is speaking about what make a person a Nazarite. They did not
understand or they tried to hide it. Because this was not spaeking about Jesse
the father of David. It was speaking about AHYAH. Now think very long and
hard about this, do your research and wakeup.

So now here is the Trillion dollar question. If Jesus was not a Nazarite then who was?
Answer: The Teacher of Righteousness of 160 BC the one that was murdered.
The Branch that was hidden, but his message was preserved. How was it
preserved? Because the Church Fathers used his word and his message to
create Judaism, Christianity and Islam.

Break AUDIO 30 Minutes Left: Problem

Revelations

And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea,
having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns, and upon his
heads the name of blasphemy. And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard,
and his feet were as the feet of a bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a lion: and
the dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great authority. And I saw one
of his heads as it were wounded to death; and his deadly wound was healed: and
all the world wondered after the beast.

The dragon is the Holy Roman Empire because it holds the Money and the power to
ordain Kings and Queens. The Seven heads and Ten crowns are the ruling elite that are
selected by the Pope and given loans and power to rule the earth. The deadly wound was
the war between the Catholics and the Protestants. They fought for 30 years from 1618
to 1648 and also the 80 years war from 1585 till 1648. The healing could be the end of
the 30 and 80 years Wars or the coming One World System that is consolidating all
powers under the Central Banks and the British Empire.
And they worshiped the dragon which gave power unto the beast: and they
worshiped the beast, saying, Who is like unto the beast? who is able to make war
with him? And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and
blasphemies; and power was given unto him to continue forty and two months.
And he opened his mouth in blasphemy against AHYAH, to blaspheme his name,
and his tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven.

Since 42 months is Three years and five months this has to be speaking about a time in
the future. This has to be after the One World System is setup. And he opened his mouth
in blasphemy against AHYAH. This is when the demons take full control of this planet
and they feel that can not be taken down. This is a future event.
And it was given unto him to make war with the saints, and to overcome them:
and power was given him over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations. And all
that dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names are not written in the
book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.

This could be speaking about the present day, because he has this power now. No place
on earth is out of reach of this system,Venezuela, Syria and soon Iran will all be under
the thumb of the One World System. All of Europe and America is being consolidated as
I speak.
And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea,
having seven heads and If any man have an ear, let him hear. He that leadeth
into captivity shall go into captivity: he that killeth with the sword must be
killed with the sword. Here is the patience and the faith of the saints.

Now I want to ask you a question. What was the event that changed the world in 1884?

Who went into Captivity again in 1884? Now keep this in mind Brazil was the last
country to free the slaves in 1888, but in 1884 Cecil Rhodes set off the Scramble for
Africa. How many Heads divided the land? Seven they divided the land of Africa
creating countries which resulted in Genocide that last until today?
Now lets count House of Habsburg Holy Roman Empire, House of Aviz Portugal,
House of Savoy Italy, House of Hohenzollern Germany, House of Bourbon France,
House of Hanover Great Britian, House of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha Belgium
And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like
a lamb, and he spake as a dragon. And he exerciseth all the power of the first
beast before him, and causeth the earth and them which dwell therein to worship
the first beast, whose deadly wound was healed. And he doeth great wonders, so
that he maketh fire come down from heaven on the earth in the sight of men,

This is way I do not think the end of the 30 and the 80 years war of 1568 till 1648 is the
healing of the wound. “And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and
he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.” The Lamb is a reference
to Christianity. This is the two heads of the Holy Roman Empire look at the flag. Keep
in mind they British Monarch is suppose to be a Protestant Nation under the Church of
England and the Holy Roman Empire is suppose to represent Jesus Christ the Lamb, But
the two horns the two head are on the body of the dragon. We also have the Imam of
Islam as an option.
And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and causeth the
earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly
wound was healed. And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come
down from heaven on the earth in the sight of men,

This is talking about an event that is suppose to destroy the present world system. This is
most likely talking about the unveiling. Something is going to destroy the system of
Christianity, but the system will not die. It will be keep alive for a period of time. So this
is speaking about a future event after the setup the One World System.
And deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by the means of those miracles which
he had power to do in the sight of the beast; saying to them that dwell on the
earth, that they should make an image to the beast, which had the wound by a
sword, and did live. And he had power to give life unto the image of the beast,
that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause that as many as would
not worship the image of the beast should be killed.

This sounds like a false flag attack. They system know that it can not control people by

force alone, so there is going to be a need to create another god. Keep in mind about the
dying god. This is 13 years into another 720 year cycle they are going to have to come
up with another false god soon. The deadly would has to come in order to bring in the
One World System. This might be a staged alien invasion or something...we have to stay
alert.
And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive
a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: And that no man might buy or
sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his
name.

Now this last part is a little confusing, because this is already happening, but it is not
universal yet. When they collapse the world economies which is happening today they
will control everything on this planet, so this could be speaking about the time after the
deadly wound is healed and the One World System is here. Once they have forced
vaccinations and codex Alimentarius as law. When we see Sedexo and Serco setting up
Detention Centers and the world currency only being traded electronic digits like Bitcoin
Then I think this is it we are there. Which is right around the corner if you think about it.
Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast:
for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.

This is the verse that everyone has their own thoughts on. But you have to think about
this word wisdom. This mean there has to be a knowing about this. If we know that the
Holy Roman Empire and the British Monarchy is the beast then we identified the beast,
and anyone that comes out of that system represents the beast. So the number of a man is
speaking about mans time. The number 666 can be broken down to 18 and 18 can be
broken down to the number 9. If 9 is the number of the Beast then we have to look
where the Beast uses this number.
The Beast controls his pawns with occult magic and hidden numbers. The main system
of the beast is Pythagoras, hermetic-ism and Rosicrucian. They follow the demonic 72
system of Shemhamforash which is YHWH. YHWH is the number of name in a cycle.
Each letter hold 18 names 666. Y holds 18 names, H holds 18 names, W holds 18 names
and H holds 18 names. When you add all the names up you get 72 names of god, whom
is Baal or Yahweh. Yahweh is the Beast the shocking mystery to those that lack wisdom.
The number 9 is also the number of the Great Cycle 25920 years the divided cycle of
2160 years and the divided cycle of 720 years. Each can be broken down to 9 which is
the number of the Beast.
Therefore, you count the number of the best by observing his movements in time. For

example 2001 was the ending of a 720 year cycle 1/3 of 2160 years. This is very
important for your knowing the unveiling in Revelation 13: 15. Once you know how to
count the number of the Beast you will be able to see the dying of a god which is the
false god of the Holy Roman Empire. The year 1280 was the Rebirth, the year 560 was
the Julian Empire and the birth of Muhammad and Islam the year 160 BC was the death
of YAHUSHUAH and the creation of the religious arm of Judaism. This also was the
time the Edomites converted into Judaism, and if you keep counting back by 720 years
you will end up at year 0 which is 3760 BC which is 5773 years ago, the so called first
day of time.

Break AUDIO 10 Minutes Left: Problem
I am going to have to do another part to this broadcast because I was not able to go into
detail about Adolf Hitler, Cecil Rhodes and their tight connections to the Monarchy. The
Monarcy did not die. They went under the radar, They own all of the major business and
they control the policies of this planet. They created the United Nations the IMF and the
World Bank the control the European Union and the Bank of International Settlement
aka the Central Bank.
The Habsburg Dynasty which is a Anglo Saxon German Dynasty has destroyed all none
Germanic people. They are an extremely racist and supremacist demonic group. They go
back over a thousand years. The British Monarchy is the true power of this earth and is
the seat of the Beast. They supported Hitler, Prince Phillip is a Nazi he comes from the
House of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha. The House of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha is
responsible for killing over 20 million Africa people of the Congo just so he can profit
from rubber. The house of Medici the Habsburgs are responsible for the 1452 Slave
Trade and the House Of Aviz is responsible for the 1492 Slave Trade that killed and
destroyed the lives of hundreds of millions people that can still be felt to this day. All of
the Monarchies have blood on their hands, The House of Stuart, The House of Tudor
and The House of Oldenburg all of them.
They even continue there genocide today be collaborating with the Nazis. The House of
Hohenzollern, the House of Hesse-Kassel, the House of Savoy the House of Waldeck
and Pyrmont and again The House of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, and now here we go
again The Habsburg in the name of the Rothchilds destroying the economy placing
this world into bondage.

Revelations 18:7; “ How much she hath glorified herself, and lived

deliciously, so much torment and sorrow give her: for she saith in her
heart, I sit a queen, and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow.
Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, death, and mourning,
and famine; and she shall be utterly burned with fire: for strong is
AHYAH who judgeth her. And the kings of the earth, who have
committed fornication and lived deliciously with her, shall bewail her,
and lament for her, when they shall see the smoke of her burning,
Standing afar off for the fear of her torment, saying, Alas, alas, that
great city Babylon, that mighty city! for in one hour is thy judgment
come.”
AHYAH I ask that you make Revelation 18: 7 come to pass. I ask that you destroy these
demons of Babylon bring down the power of this Beast. Make them pay for what they
have done to your planet and your Children. Break the power of these disgusting ,
pathetic, sociopathic, psychopathic corporations of Monsanto, Serco, Gereral Electric,
Goldmen Sach, JP Morgan and other. Bankrupt the Central Banks and make them pay
back the resources they stole judge them for the hundreds of millions of lives they
murdered. I thank you for this message I ask that you give strength to those that believe
in your name and power to those that have your spirit. Thank you for Unvealing the
fools behind the curtain. Now I ask that you give us the power to destroy them. Thank
you Father, Mother and Friend all Praise AHYAH all Praise AHYAH all Praise AHYAH.
I would like tom close with a Poem I dedicated to Queen of England II.
This Poem is entitled:
Babylonian Ho a message to Queen Elizabeth and the United Kingdom:
Merovingian to Babylonian Bitch Pimp.
Is my intro to dis HO!
Ho of Mono. Mono Oh No dis HO.
Who dis Ho you ask are you confused or just amused?
Merovingian to Babylonian Bitch Pimp!
Who is this Ho!
This is the Ho of Mono and Sol O Mon from Babylon.
Babylon to Pythagorean to the holy one Sol O Mon.
Merovingian to Babylonian Bitch Pimp!
Who is this Ho!
To be more precise Bitch is Queen.

OH You don’t know?
Well let me explain, year 1452 starts the hit.
1492 fills the list, 1611 perfects the script.
1619 from King to Queen Bitch.
Over Five Hundred and Sixty years and counting.
World Bank Check!, IMF Check!, Libya Check!, Congo Check!,
Over Five Hundred and Sixty years and counting.
Akhdam Check! Hebrews Check! Starvation Check! Abortion Check!
As 1611 perfects the script.
All land all people go to dis Ho.
Ho of Mono. Mono Oh No dis HO.
Are you still confused or just amused?
Merovingian to Babylon Bitch Pimp.
Queen Elizabeth, Beth this Bitch.
Babylonian, Pimp Bitch is Five Hundred and Sixty years and counting.
Dedicated to the Queen of England and her United Kingdoom!
I would like to apologise to the Female dogs for calling Queen Elizabeth a Bitch.

